
"We may not all agree about the clncept of the Self; in fact, rt would probably be a terrible thing if we did. Howeuer,
we do believe that ure can worh towards a working language and a functional model to look at our (Jse d Seif. "

Doing Good By
Knowing Who t/ou Are

The lnstrumental Self as
an Agent of Change

By Charles l',1. Seashore, Mary l,,lash Shawuer,
Creg Thompson and Marty Mattare

HE Mosr IMMEDTATE Use of Self for you is to decide
whether to continue reading this article now that you
have started out with us on a topic about which we feel

passionate. The simplest way we know to talk about Use of Self
is to link the concepts of self-awareness, perceptions, choices and
actions as the fundamental building blocks of our capacities to
be effective agents of change, hopefully to make a better world
and to develop our own potential for doing so to the fullest in
the process.

Are you still with us? Are you aware of what you are thinh-
ing and feeling? Are you perceiuing the world around you? Do
you think of and have access to a variety of choices that might
allow you to move into action intentionally, deliberately and
consciously? We hope that you will choose to continue reading
what we have to say. It just might help you change the rest of
your life - even a little bit - for the better!! However, we think
you should NOf consider continuing to read this 1,F you agree
with more than 6 of the following 8 points:

ex You think that Jung is a four letter word!
w The thought of the unconscious makes you throw up
s You can't stand looking at yourself in the mirror
w The idea of being choiceful is limited to the politically

correct aspects of life.
w The main thing your are interested in changing is the

Other Person

w You believe you already understand how others perceive
you

m You are not comfortable being a co author of this article
as the meaning you give to what you read is more sig-

nificant than what we have to say.

s You believe that Use of Self can make you blind!!!

Please consider continuing 1F you agree with 3 or more of
the following 5 points:

N You want to spend time at the intersection of your own
growth and your effectiveness as a change agent

s You are intrigued with what lies within your Shadow side
and your Mushroom Cellar
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make a purposeful commitment to making that happen.

2. Connect with top management and technical
improvement specialists. Use the "Mindsets to con

sider" section of this article to review the obiectives, con

cerns, and frequent blind spots of your potential part

ners. Use the "Principles for moving forward" section for
kicking off and maintaining constructive dialogue about
the partnership and about OD's support for the overall
improvement program.

3. Provide solid examples of where OD could add
value. Using the "Starter intervention template" section

,of this article, provide concrete types of support that OD
could provide relative to the overall program timetable.

ln initial discussions with potential partners, it is helpful
to consider their views on a partnership arrangement

with OD, which may be a radical departure for them
from past practices. In his book Crossing the Chasm,

Geoffrey Moore suggests different strategies for intro
ducing innovations to people based on their openness

toward new ideas. For example, when introducing an

idea to an "early adopter," it would be important to
stress the radical departure from previous practices and

how this type of partnership could generate vastly better
results. It would not be that important for this group to
have all the glitches worked out before trying it. On the

other hand, people who are considered mainstream
"Early Majority" members demand that the new paft
nership arrangement really works and can enhance their
productivity immediately. Several smaller pilots may be

necessary to persuade them. Match your early partner-

ship conversations with the other party's general feelings

toward adopting new ideas.

4. Contract with top management and technical
improvement specialists. Have a "contract" that out-

lines what each party will do and not do during the

project. This may range from a formal written contract

that all parties sign to a bullet point outline that all par

ties use for discussion. In such a "contract" the OD per-

son, top management, and technical specialists should

include:
s the overall objectives of each party
N specifics of what each party will do and will

not do
w each party's general approach
w the principles underlying the OD approach
xs project milestones and general timeline for each

party
s critical success factors required so that each party

can accomplish the stated objectives.

It is extremely important that all parties actively partici

pate in the contracting process. One trap that many

OD professionals fall into is writing up such a contract

as a proposal of what the OD Department can do for
the other two groups. Such a unilateral commitment to

action results not in a true partnership arrangement but
in a subservient boss to subordinate, one up one down
relationship in which it is more difficult to get an equal
airing of views and participation in determining impor
tant outcomes.

5. Conduct periodic check-ins with partners on OD
support and how all parties are working together.
Throughout the project, about every one to two weeks,

meet with the partners and discuss how OD is provid-

ing support for technical progress of the project. You

may encounter some needs for mid-course corrections
that you wouldn't discovered unless you'd asked. In
addition, it is beneficial to create a safe environment for
bringing up "hot" topics and discussing how all parties

are working together. Such a meeting would like1y be
the first time the other parties were engaged in such a
discussion. These could be useful in beyond just the
meeting by institutionalizing such open and honest con-
versations about working together.

CONCLUSION

How do the concepts and approaches outlined in this arti-
c1e look to you as an OD practitioner? Look programmatic?

Look predictable? Look even a bit rigid? Perhaps. While these

descriptions may be anathema to many OD professionals, they
are precisely what a majority of top managers and technical
improvement specialists are seeking when they consider raising

OD to the status of an equal partner in large scale improvement
implementations. By providing the skeletal structure as outlined
in this article, OD professionals can go by the old adage of
"meet the client where they are" while positioning themselves

for contributing beyond the skeletal structure in an opportunis
tic fashion as is required in many situations. As someone who
has experienced large-scale improvements from the top man

agement, OD and technical specialist sides, I can say this is one
approach that can satisfy all parties working together and get

the organization what it needs. rill
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w You believe that you are as sensitive an lnstrument as the
Hubble on a very good day.

s You honestly believe it is wise to look althe prison guard
or interrogator within yourself before trying to hunt down
those at work in Iraqi prisons or other similar settings in
the world out there lF you believe there is an out theret.

w Self-Efficacy, Agency, Support Systems, individuation
and Self-Differentiation, Unconscious, The Self, Ego,

Awareness, and Robotic Behavior appeal to you at this

moment more than A) going to the movies, B) sex, C)

sleep or D) all of the above.

MAKING A DIFFERENCE IN THE WORTD

Margaret Mead has said, "Never believe that a few caring
people can't change the world. Fo1 indeed, that's all who ever
have."

For some of us, Mead's words evoke the passion, the urge
and the belief thaq by paying close attention to what is going on
inside us and clearly perceiving the limitless world beyond our
Self, we can substantially increase our own capacity to con

tribute to the common good while engaging in the process of
individuation and self differentiation the unfolding of our
unique Selves over the course of our lifetime.

We may not all agree about the concept of the Self; in facf
it would probably be a terrible thing if we did. However, we do
believe that we can work towards a working language and a

functional model to look at our Use of Self. Such a model can
serye as an umbrella that allows us to incorporate interesting
propositions from a wide variety of outstanding authors in the
field of human behavior, change agentry and humanistic psy-

chology. Creek Cods fit nicely under the umbrella along with
Toni Morrison, Carl fung, Carl Rogers, Virginia Satir, Ben
Franklin and Candhi. For that matter, there is no reason to not
include any person, including yourself, from joining the ranks of
those who want to link concepts and theory to improve the
human condition. One of the choices you have is to consider
yourself as a scholar-practitioner helping to build a workable
model of Use of Self as an instrument of change.

Use of Self is a link between our personal potential and the
world of change. We are proposing a model here which gathers

together key factors which we know to be important in main-
taining and increasing our capacities as change agents. We hope
that you will find it helpful as a framework you can adapt and
further develop to articulate your own ideas for developing our
competencies as we do our work.

One function of a model is to help us define our key con

cept - Use of Self. To avoid feeling stupid if someone asks what
we are talking abou! you may find that the following elements
can be strung together to form some kind of a working definition:

w Our model illustrates that the Use of Self is putting into
action our best intentions to move towards some desired
new state of affairs.

w It is what we do with our perceptions to make an impact
in the world around us.
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w It includes intentional conscilus actions taken with the
hope of bringing about change.

s$ It involves a Self consisting of aspects that are out of our
awareness as well as in our awareness.

xx It includes a capacity for reflection, feedback and deep
intrigue with what happens when we try to influence
problems, people or situations.

w It reflects a profound appreciation for the unpredictabil
ity of the consequences of our behavioq balanced by the
perspective that we can be powerful and effective agents

of change.
xs lt implies an understanding that our Self is capable of

serving as a finely tuned measuring instrument of what is

going on outside of the Self by paying attention to our
feelings, sensations and minute responses at the physio
logical, psychological and spiritual levels of awareness.

N The model portrays that the Self may be a beautifully
constructed illusion that is helpful to be connected to the
larger world of which we are a part.

w The Self can be seen as a container for the unconscious
to emerge into consciousnesses.

w And, the model advocates that there are many roles in
which we can serve as agents of change including taking
leadership, providing facilitation, coaching others and
being an advocate for a new state of affairs.

In this model, the Use of Self is a link between our personal
potential and the world of change. It starts with our under-
standing of who we are, our conscious perception of our Self,
commonly called the ego, and the unconscious or out of aware
ness part of our Self that is always along for the ride and on
many occasions is actually the driver. This understanding of Self
is then linked with our perceptions of what is needed in the
world around us and our choice of a strategy and a role in
which to use our energy to create change. Our focus here is on
the potential for changing one's own world - the world as we
perceive it - and to act on it and leave our mark and legacy for
others to appreciate.

As we use our Self to create change in the world around
us, we may also be intentionally and unintentionally changing
ourselves. We refer to that process as self-differentiation or indi
viduation, to use the language of Jung, when the change in the
core Self occurs in some fundamental or substantial way. This
self differentiation is the result of the integration of conscious
aspects of Self with unconscious aspects which come into
awareness. It is generally thought to be a "letting go" of some
introjected elements from the past and the integration of one's
own unique set of qualities and characteristics. The Self includes
elements such as our needs, intentions, styles, patterns, habits
and defenses.

Use of Self consists of intentional, conscious and deliberate
choices which result in actions,/behaviors taken to bring about
change where:

$$ We use our sensations and perceptions of Self and situations.
s Our behavior can be based on illusions as well as "realiies."

w Both our conscious and unconscious pans of Self are active
and influential.

ws Feedbach from Self and others is constantly modrfying our
behavior.

s The resufts of our actions may be unpredictable as well as

anticipated.

w Our perception of the impact of what we do may or may not
be in agreement with the perceptions of others who are
aware of the situation in which change is occurring.

s We fi41 or may not have cleaily defined roles and positions in
a relationship. group or organization.

s We can develop and draw on supporl systems to maintain
and dramatically increase our effectiveness.

s We can avoid collusive relationships, especially with those
in authoriry and help a group to break up dysfunctional
collusions which have evolved over time.

Our competence and effectiveness are functions of many
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elements, including our self efficacy, agency, skills and use of
support systems to optimize those two faclors Gee Table I ). Self

efficacy as used here refers to our belief in our capacity to suc-

cessfully achieve desired ends. Agency refers to our ability and
capacity to act as our own agents in carrying out and imple-

menting our courses of actions. Agency and self-efficacy both
draw heavily on the work of Albert Bandura.

Two critical process skills that promote the effective Use of
Self are reframing and giving/receiving feedback (Seashore,

Seashore, & Weinberg, 2001). These are core skills that are used

in combination with both relational and technical competen
cies. Reframing is critical in the management of change as it
allows for new perspectives and ways of organizing information
and perceptions, while feedback skills are critical for the con
tinual re-direction of efforts based on a constantly changing
environment of people, process and situations.

Support systems as defined by Seashore are a pool of
resources (individuals, groups, organizations) that an individual
can draw on selectively, to help one be at their best in moving
in directions of their choice and to grow stronger in the process.

Support systems can be used to provide ego suppoq understand
"realities" of situations, identify expert resources, manage stress

and maintain self efficacy and agency. They are also critical in
assisting an individual to deal with issues of transference, high
anxiety and the presence of external threats, to name but a few
of the debilitating forces present for an active change agent
leader, facilitator or educator involved in the development of
other people or organizations. These are but four of the com-
mon roles in which Use of Self has significant influence.

THE MODEL AND OD PRACTICE

Among the many competencies required of OD practi-
tioners 6n 2004 the OD Network lists l4l, and the OD Insti-

tute defines 139), the Use of Self as an instrument is considered
by many to be at the core (CheungJudge, 2001; Curran,
Seashore &Welp, 1995; Hanson,2000; McCormick & White,
2000). Cheung fudge (200D asserted that owning and con-

stantly developing our instrumentality is key. Self-knowledge
and technical expertise should be ongoing developmental exer-

cises that constantly shape us, while we interact with others.
Hanson (2000) focused on definitions of Self and related

concepts, such as self-esteem, ideal Self, self actualization, self-

awareness, and self-acceptance. He emphasized the significance

of one's actions being consistent with values, of being proactive
versus reactive, displaying moral courage, and being a model of
leadership. Hanson encouraged engaging in consulting with a

clear self concept, an understanding of why we do the things

we do and do not do, and an appreciation of the values that
guide our behavior.

McCormick and White (2000) presented five methods for
using one's Self as an instrument for organizational diagnosis:

emotional reactions, initial perceptions, understanding bias,

postponing judgmeng and images and fantasies. They described
the importance of Self as instrument in triangulation of data,

and emphasized the necessity for awareness of one's biases.

Seashore's model provides a synthesized and cohesive

model that draws on the above areas as well as many other
practitioners and theorists over multiple years' worth of litera-

ture, research, and application. There are several implications of
the Seashore Use of Self Model for those engaged in the prac-

tice of OD. Some of the more important issues are identified
below.

w Choices. The key to conscious, deliberate and inten
tional Use of the whole Self is to expand and develop the
range of behavioral choices that are available to oneself
for contributing towards the accomplishment of goals,

particularly in increasingly stressful situations. This capac

ity to have a range of choices significantly reduces the
negative effect of defensiveness or automatic "robotic"

habitual behaviors that may or may not be appropriate
in any given situation.

w Unconscious and out of awareness factors. The com-
plexities of working with the unconscious or out of
awareness parts of the Self are often bothersome and in
fact are intolerable for those who prefer.to stick to more
rational models of human behavior. The mere acknowl-
edgement of unconscious forces can be an important
first step in enlarging possibilities of und.erstanding

another person's behavior, gathering and considering
feedback on one's own behavior and making more real-

istic assumptions about the level pf awareness individu-
als and groups have of what they are doing, why they are

doing it and strategies for bringing some of these factors
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into awareness through coaching, feedback and group
consultation.

ffi Systems thinking and the issue of undesirable out-
comes. The inclusion of many concepts and steps in the
model is a reminder that we are dealing with systems
that require the ability to juggle, predict and project
the effect of interdependent and interacting forces.
"Cood" intentions or "doing good" requires allowance
for the emergence of undesired outcomes. Learning to
become aware of early signs of the impact of "shadow"

forces is a critical part of the process, including making
allowance for the possibility that we may actually be
unconsciously sabotaging the very outcomes we con-
sciously seek.

w Working with colleagues. Partnering with colleagues
through co-facilitation, co-training or team-based practice
and intervention becomes both more important and
potentially a more complex proposition with significant
implications for increased effectiveness. The potential for
capitalizing on diverse strengths and competencies is

very important as well as building in the possibilities for
ongoing self-development and avoidance of operating
out of one's weakness or shadow sides.

w Long term Self development. Deepening one's appre-
ciation for the complexities of one's own Self and the
conditions necessary for effective Use of Self can be a

very humbling experience as we become aware of some
of the skill areas which may not be immediately accessi

ble or for that matter not likely to develop without sig

nificant and intensive Self work such as therapy, coach
ing and an inquiring and persistent drive for greater Self
understanding. Patience and persistence are very very
important.

s Support systems. It is important for practitioners to
develop their own support system outside of the people
in the client system if one is to be able to manage con
flict challenge and resistance. Relying on the client for
emotional support or meaningful feedback is a very vul
nerable position to be in as a consultant.

xs Frameworks and theories. Use of Self as an umbrella
concept can be a very helpful framework in which to
import and utilize the theories and concepts of theorists
and other practitioneis in the service of developing one's
own working "theory" or conceptual model to guide
one's practice.

s Projection and transference. A useful principle for all
practitioners to consider is to be able to perceive situa-
tions with the awareness that projection of oneself onto
others is inevitable, potentially useful and can even be an
accurate reflection of what is going on with others in the
client system.

$s Reflexive processing. A principle coming out of the
whole framework is that when one perceives something

"outside of Self" it is helpful to do an internal check to
see what is being stirred up "inside of oneseif." When
looking for or dealing with the "terrorists out there."
check first to see if you can locate the "terrorist within."
Then you will be clearer on whaf if anyhing, to do.

N Appreciation of Diversity. The deepening of one's
awareness, widening of one's perceptions and expansion
of one's choices are critical elements to increase our
appreciation of the differences people bring to oppor-
tunities to work together for some larger purpose or
vision. This is one avenue to reduction of oppression and
building a world where we can thrive rather than just
survive.

CONCLUSION

Use of Self is a concept that can draw on centuries of
thought as well as recent theories and concepts in the fields of
human and organization development. Developing a sophisti-
cated and workable theory for how to use one's own talents
and strengths and that takes into account the complexity of
human behavior in groups and organizations can be a worth-
while, challenging and continuous lifetime learning process.

Using one's Self in creative ways to optimize one's own growth
can be coupled with effective Use of Self in helping individuals,
groups and organizations move towards achieving their own
potential. To the degree that OD includes valuing the develop
ment of the full potential of people inside the organization, a

framework for understanding the effective Use of Self can be a

powerful instrument for the managers and consultants to use in
building strong, viable and sustainable organizations. It is not the
simplest way to go about our business, but it may be one of the
most intriguing rewarding and powerful of the tools available
to us. l::;i
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